
ETEORITE 
RESEARCH 

A number of scientists are convinced that meteorites 
which flash into the earth's atmosphere from outer 
space contain remnants of extra-terrestrial life. When 
Egon T. Degens, assistant professor of geology at 
Caltech, recently received some samples of meteor- 
ites from Drs. H. E. Suess and G.  Goles at the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography in La lolla (half of their 
precious supply) he decided to trj to get some data 
which would prove or disprove this theory. 

Meteorites that hit the earth are believed to be 
strays from a belt of countless thousands of them, 
called asteroids, that orbit around the sun between 
the planets Mars and Jupiter. One theory is that they 
'ire fragments of another planet that was somehow 
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In studies on meteorites. 
Dr. Degens wears a pro- 

tective gas mask as he 
makes a chromato- 
graphic analysis of 

biological material in 
a tank containing highly 
poisonous solvents. This 

analysis separates one 
kind of biological material 

from another. 

shattered. Using radio-isotope age-dating techniques. 
Caltech geochemists have determined that all the 
meteorites that have been found so far are about 41f2 
billion years old. 

The samples that Dr. Degens received were two 
different kinds of meteorites - one known as the 
Bruderheim chondrite that fell on frozen ground in 
Canada in 1960, and the other called the Murray 
carbonaceous chondrite that fell in Kentucky in 1950. 
(Meteorites get their names from the areas in which 
they are found.) Both are so porous that bacteria 
could easily enter any part of them. 

The meteorites have a hard, thin coating of melted 
rock, which presumably developed from friction when 
they entered the earth's atmosphere. The coating was 
cracked because of the subsequent quick cooling or 
impact with the earth. Microbes could be sucked 
into the meteorites through the cracks, along with air 
nishing in to fill the vacuum immediately or shortly 
after entering the earth's atmosphere. 
in barometric pressure may produce something like 
a "breathing" effect, flushing certain constituents into 
or out of the meteorites. 

In the Caltech geolofi laboratory. small pieces of 
the center parts of the meteorites were ground into 
about a tablespoon of fine dust. The samples were not 
sterilised because they had already been handled 
IT ithout am such precautions. 

With his co-worker H. J. Renter postdoctoral re- 
spirch fellow at Caltech Degens developed a special 
mic~o-analv tical technique for evariiiriiriq tin's material 
B! c-lirorn:itographic analy sis. the scientists extra( ted 
urid separated a complex of compounds tliat on& 
In ingthinty; could h;ne s\ s1tliesi7e<1 it ,  tin's particti- 
a r  eninhination. These were frrc and combined amiiio 
adds. airiino siryns, nucleic acids, and simple sugars. 

Tlit fact that the 'same biologiral residues were 
found in both samples is sigifieant. From tlie miri- 
eralogy of meteorites it is reasonable to assume that 
c,hondrites have been subfec~pd at one time in their 
long history to high temperatures - as high as 1,800 
F. mliile the carbon-co~itaining chondrites remained 
fairly cool at all times -no higher than 200 . 
If the binlogical material in the Brud~rheim mete 

oritc i s  considered to be a form of extra-terrestrial 
life. then it must TIP assumed that tlie material existed 

after the meteorite went through exceedingly high 
temperatures. And when the presumed long history 
of the two genetically different meteorites is taken 
into account, the similarity of the biological matter 
found in the two becomes even more puzzling. 

After the biological material was extracted from 
the specimens. the two residues of meteoritic dust 
were left in dishes ccnered with filter paper, through 
which microbes could easily pass. This dust had been 
thoroughly leached of all delicate biological material 
originally contained in the meteorites, yet in three 
weeks, when the dust was re-examined, new biological 
material of the same type v< as found - certain evi- 
dence of a recontamination. 

Tin's research suggests that both meteorites -as 
well as three others from different parts of the world 
11hich have been tested in the same nav  - represent 
an excellent ernironrr~ent for the growth of micro- 
orgar1isrn.s. 4pparenth the peculiar chemistn of rnpte- 
orites. in terms of sulphur content, high iron con- 
(a(iitratio~i or th(  s-ili-ious oddation state ;of hcay 
rricials, slimuktles the  acthit5 of certain terrestrial 
microbes. and elen accelerates the production and 
accurniilatio~i of tersestrial biogenic organic matter. 

It m:i\ be of interest to add thai the organic spec- 
triirn of chondrites strikingly resembles the one of 
oxidizing recent marine sediments, hut differs con- 
siderably from am other spectrum obtained from an? 
ancient or recent rocks. 

Although it would undoubtedly be more attractive 
and exciting to prove that e~t1-a-terrestrial life ride"; 
in on  meteorites from outer space, the present facts 
point more in the direction of a simple terrestrial 
contamination. 
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